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QUESTION 1

A company has limited capacity on its machines, but the capacity of the operators is unlimited (already set on the work
center). The team manager wants to plan on the machinery and see the required staff hours in the production plan. 

What setup meets the managers requirements? 

A. The route is set up with two operations with different operation numbers, one to control the operator and one to
control the machinery. Scheduling is done with finite capacity. 

B. The route is set up with two operations with the same operation number, a primary one to control the machinery and
a secondary one to control the operator. Scheduling is done with finite capacity. 

C. The route is set up with the use of priority on operations, and scheduling is done with infinite capacity. 

D. The route is set up with the use of priority on operations. The scheduling is done with infinite capacity, and the task
group is created on the operators resource. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to produce a prototype item similar to an existing item you currently produce. The new prototype item will be
the same as the existing item, but will have one half the quantity of one of the BOM components. 

How can you efficiently produce the prototype item using the BOM from the existing item with the least impact to the
existing BOM? Choose the 2 that apply. 

A. Modify the BOM for the existing item, select the BOM to produce the prototype item, then modify the BOM again back
to the original. 

B. Create the production order and select the BOM for the existing item then edit the BOM from the production order. 

C. Use the BOM for the existing item and create a picking list with the correct quantity of BOM items. 

D. Use the BOM for the existing item and change the production order quantity to half the quantity required. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A company can use scheduling strategy that uses one master plan or multiple master plans. 

When should a company use a strategy with one master plan? 

A. When the company wants to make sales order simulations. 
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B. When the company wants to calculate exact delivery dates. 

C. When it is not important that sales people can confirm delivery dates to customers. 

D. When orders resulting from order simulations are not firmed right away. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A user creates a purchase order to fulfill a sales order and sets the update marking to "no". The delivery day for the
purchase order and the sales order match each other. The purchase order is then delayed two days, which the user
updated on the purchase order. Later, the user performs Master scheduling and creates a planned purchase order to
fulfill the sales order with the same delivery date as the sales order. 

Why is the planned order created? 

A. Negative days is below two days. 

B. Positive days is below two days. 

C. Negative time fence is below two days. 

D. Planned order time fence is below two days. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What defines the capacity for a work center? 

A. Working times calendar 

B. Working times calendar, and run time 

C. Operations scheduling percentage 

D. Working times factor 

Correct Answer: A 
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